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When he opens the new NBC Sports Network's Fight Night series on January 21, 2012 at
Asylum Arena in his hometown of Philadelphia, top Heavyweight Contender "Fast" Eddie
Chambers has promised to impress Philly's discerning boxing fans and make lots of new ones.
According to Chambers, taking on former World Heavyweight Champion Siarhei "White Wolf"
Liakhovich in a high profile, nationally televised fight is a great way to showcase the sport and
bring new fans for the Sweet Science.

"I want people outside of boxing and new fans coming in to know just how hard I work, and how
much work all fighters put in," Chambers said. "I believe that the Heavyweight Championship is
the most coveted title in sports. Everyone loves a Gladiator and that is what boxing is about.
NBC Sports Network stepping up to the table will hopefully get fans to take a look at the sport
once again and jump on the band wagon. This is exactly what we need. I know when the fans
tune in January 21st they will not be disappointed."
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Chambers continued, "I am training extremely hard and it is great having the opportunity to be
fighting back in front of your fans, your people, and knowing that most of the people that are
there in the crowd are for you." He went on to say that he loves fighting in places like Germany,
but there is no place like home.

Boxing has been in Eddie Chamber's blood since he was a child growing up in Pittsburgh. His
father, Eddie Chambers Sr. was a boxer back in the 1970s. Eddie Sr. taught his son how to hold
his hands properly to throw a punch at the tender age of 9. Starting around the age of 12, Eddie
Sr. would sit with Eddie and watch films of all the great fighters such as "Sugar" Ray Robinson,
Joe Louis, and of course Muhammad Ali. After two years of arguing with his father to allow him
to box, Eddie Jr. finally got the chance at the age of 14 when he enrolled in a local Pittsburgh
Golden Gloves Tournament.

Eddie turned professional at the age of 18 on December 29, 2000. He defeated Tyrone Austin
by second round knockout in West Virginia. His next professional fight occurred just two months
later in his now adopted hometown of Philadelphia, PA one of the best boxing cities in the world
and the ultimate proving ground for young, up-and-coming fighters.

When I was 18 and 19, I was fighting at the Blue Horizon," Chambers said. Those were some of
the toughest fights I have ever had and there was so much pressure to do well. The crowd
always gives you their best and there is so much history. Philadelphia has the best fans, but
they will definitely let you know how they feel. There are so many great venues around the city
and such great history. I want to make my own history and be among the greatest."
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On March 20, 2010, Chambers took on Wladimir Klitschko in Dusseldorf, Germany for the
WBO, IBF, and IBO Heavyweight Championship of the World. Chambers gave a valiant effort
and performance in the ring before losing via knockout in the waning seconds of the fight. At
6'1, 210 lbs, Chambers gave up five inches and nearly 35 pounds to Klitschko. Chambers
posed a challenge to Klitschko with speed and toughness that nearly carried Chambers the
distance of the fight. Chambers was the first person in two years to make it to the twelfth round
against the tough Ukrainian.

Chambers did not fight again until February 11, 2011, when he took on a former opponent who
he knocked out a few years earlier in Derric Rossy. In an IBF Title Eliminator, Chambers
defeated Rossy once again, this time by unanimous decision.

Looking toward his upcoming challenge, Chambers describes Liakhovich as a good fighter who
fought a great match when he won the title by beating Lamon Brewster in 2006. "Liakhovich is a
very competitive and very live opponent. I think our style match up will make for a very exciting
fight. Right now Liakhovich is in my way. I always respect my opponent, but I have to knock him
out of the way. I plan on doing that and taking care of business on January 21st in impressive
fashion."

Promoted by Main Events, Peltz Boxing Promotions and Goossen Tutor, the non-televised
undercard fights will begin at 7 p.m. Tickets are priced at $45 and $65 can be purchased by
calling Peltz Boxing, (215) 765-0922 .

Comment on this article
the Roast says:
I love the fact that boxing will return to network TV,even though it will be on cable channel
Versus which will be renamed, but Chambers vs Liakhovich? Is this the best matchup they
could make? Eddie is boring and the White Wolf lost to Briggs and most recently Helenius.
NBC, we appreciate the show but you might want to make better fights to lure in the casual
fans.
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